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Introduction

Electronic health record (EHR) implementation is proceeding rapidly in both ambulatory and hospital settings. Adoption of EHR systems in the United States has accelerated since 2009 under the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act, the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act, and more recently through Affordable Care Act incentives. The increasing use of EHRs offers great potential for research, especially with growing computational power and methodological developments such as natural language processing to capture unstructured data. EHR data reflect real-world, real-time health care information that can answer a range of research and quality improvement questions.

While EHR data are useful because they make previously paper-based information electronically accessible, their full potential to support research remains nascent for several reasons. First, EHRs are complex. Their data are often unstructured and difficult to extract into measures useful for research. This paper presents system flow mapping as a method to help researchers more fully understand the provenance of their EHR data as it relates to local workflow. We provide two specific examples of how this method can improve data identification, documentation, and processing.

Background: EHRs store clinical and administrative data, often in unstructured fields. Each clinical system has a unique and dynamic workflow, as well as an EHR customized for local use. The EHR customization may be influenced by a broader context such as documentation required for billing.

Methods: We present a case study with two examples of using system flow mapping to characterize EHR data for a local colorectal cancer screening process.

Findings: System flow mapping demonstrated that information entered into the EHR during clinical practice required interpretation and transformation before it could be accurately applied to research. We illustrate how system flow mapping shaped our knowledge of the quality and completeness of data in two examples: (1) determining colonoscopy indication as recorded in the EHR, and (2) discovering a specific EHR form that captured family history.

Discussion: Researchers who do not consider data provenance risk compiling data that are systematically incomplete or incorrect. For example, researchers who are not familiar with the clinical workflow under which data were entered might miss or misunderstand patient information or procedure and diagnostic codes.

Conclusions: Data provenance is a fundamental characteristic of research data from EHRs. Given the diversity of EHR platforms and system workflows, researchers need tools for evaluating and reporting data availability, quality, and transformations. Our case study illustrates how system mapping can inform researchers about the provenance of their data as it pertains to local workflows.
published guidance on approaches and best practices for accessing and using EHR data for research. Researchers typically rely on their tacit or assumed knowledge about EHR data. Therefore, the next step in using EHR data for research is applying approaches that enable researchers to recognize, understand, and communicate the limitations and the potential of their data, including information about data provenance.

In this paper, we present a colorectal cancer (CRC) screening case study to illustrate how site-specific clinical workflow and EHR setup affected the availability and completeness of data for research. We introduce system flow mapping as a technique to help researchers achieve two key advantages of investigating data provenance: (1) understanding and documenting original intended use of electronic health information, and (2) uncovering new information and new data sources.

Case Study

The SuCCESS Study

The goal of the Studying Colorectal Cancer: Effectiveness of Screening Strategies (SuCCESS) project is to develop evidence to inform personalized CRC screening recommendations. SuCCESS is part of the Population-based Research Optimizing Screening through Personalized Regimens (PROSPR) program funded by the National Cancer Institute. The aims of SuCCESS are examining the comparative effectiveness of CRC screening as currently practiced, evaluating the potential for personalizing screening and surveillance recommendations, and modeling the long-term comparative effectiveness of CRC screening.

This case study is from SuCCESS, which is based at Group Health Research Institute, the independent research arm of Group Health, a large integrated health care system in Washington State that implemented its EHR system in 2005. Our case highlights how attention to data provenance during study planning identified access points for CRC-specific EHR data, as well as workflow and system-specific contexts that needed to be considered when using the data for research.

The SuCCESS research data originate from multiple clinical and administrative Group Health data sources. Laboratory and claims databases identify CRC tests. Pathology databases and tumor registries identify test outcomes, including diagnosis of preinvasive lesions and cancers. Information collected in the EHR includes patient risk factors such as age, sex, race, family history, and comorbidities. Several of these variables, for example, Group Health patient demographics, are available to SuCCESS researchers through the HMO Research Network (HMORN) Virtual Data Warehouse (VDW). The HMORN is a consortium of delivery systems with public domain research programs. The HMORN VDW supports consortium members, including Group Health, with ongoing processes to make data ready for research. First, variables are standardized into formats and values typically used for research. Second, data undergo quality control (e.g., programmers investigate unusual amounts of missing data to determine if they are truly missing or absent because of a coding error). However, the VDW contains only a small portion of the vast clinical information in the EHR. For example, several CRC screening-related variables, including family history and pathology results, are not yet available in the VDW. As a result, SuCCESS researchers can access some research-ready patient data from the HMORN VDW, but must identify and transform many other data elements directly from the Group Health EHR without the benefit of HMORN VDW support.

System Flow Mapping

During SuCCESS study planning, the research team realized a need for a fuller understanding of the CRC screening data we were collecting from the Group Health EHR. To better understand the CRC screening process at the system- and provider levels, we used system flow mapping, a process widely employed in the analysis of manufacturing facilities. System flow mapping is most broadly known in association with Lean Methodology or the Toyota Production System, adapted from methodology and management principles originally used at the Toyota manufacturing plant in Japan. In addition to identifying opportunities to improve a process, system flow mapping can describe the context for data generated from a system and identify access points for those data.

System Flow Mapping Methods in the SuCCESS Study

To characterize the CRC screening process at Group Health from a system flow perspective, a study team member followed these steps:

1. Gathered background information on CRC epidemiology, screening, and treatment to understand disease-specific context;
2. Identified key Group Health delivery system members with first-hand knowledge of CRC screening outreach and CRC clinical management, including nurse practitioners, gastroenterology specialists, pathologists, primary care providers, medical oncologists, and screening and outreach coordinators;
3. Drafted lists of questions for each delivery system group about the CRC screening process;
4. Conducted in-person interviews with delivery system staff and providers, using initial contacts to get referrals to other interviewees with additional knowledge;
5. Generated a system flow diagram using Microsoft Visio software;
6. Traced access points where researchers might obtain clinical and administrative data entered at each stage of the CRC screening process.

Institutional Review Board review and approval was not required for the system flow mapping because no individual-level data were used.

Figure 1 presents a high-level summary of the CRC screening process at Group Health. The top tier summarizes the overall local workflow. The process begins when patients are contacted for CRC screening at a clinic visit or through outreach (e.g., mailed screening kits), initiate CRC screening themselves, or are
referred for diagnostic testing because of symptoms or positive screening results. From the entry point, patients follow a number of paths for screening or follow-up involving both primary care and specialty providers. The second tier highlights one part of the workflow: the colonoscopy intake process that occurs upon referral to gastroenterology specialists. The third tier shows that information on all aspects of this process—scheduling, phone screening, and results—is entered into the EHR and stored in an underlying database. Standard coding systems (e.g., International Classification of Diseases (ICD) diagnoses, Current Procedural Terminology (CPT) procedures, or visit type service codes) enable use for care and billing purposes. The fourth tier shows that data are also available for research use but require interpretation and transformation. The next section of the paper contains two examples of how system flow mapping helped the SuCESS research team document colonoscopy indications and CRC family history.

Figure 1. From Local Workflow to Research Data: An Example of System Flow Mapping of EHR Data and Original Intended Use
Example One: Colonoscopy Indication — Implications of Intended Use

Studies on screening efficacy or effectiveness must be able to distinguish screening tests of asymptomatic individuals from diagnostic tests. Including tests of symptomatic individuals in the analysis can introduce bias: since symptomatic individuals likely have a higher risk of cancer than asymptomatic individuals, including their test results can lead to a false observation of screening benefit.

In the SuCCESS project, system flow mapping helped us understand that the terms “screening” and “diagnostic” in EHR documentation might not correspond to our research definitions. For example, EHR documentation that listed a scheduled colonoscopy as a “screening” procedure might not be updated to “diagnostic” for a patient who reported CRC-related symptoms during colonoscopy intake on the day of the procedure. Mandates for screening could lead to the coding of more exams as screening, illustrating the interface of local workflows and broader context in shaping data provenance.

Thus, the full meaning of a procedure indication in the EHR is not always apparent to a downstream data user. Reconciliation of EHR and research definitions for procedure indications is not possible without investigating the original intended use of the information and its clinical context for individual patients. For the SuCCESS project, system flow mapping highlighted that the most accurate way to determine asymptomatic patients in our EHR data was to use both the procedure code for colonoscopy indication and preprocedure information on symptoms. This resolution arose from the system flow map, which showed that clinical workflow in our delivery system included multiple points when symptoms may be assessed and entered into the EHR. This workflow observation was also critical for the data discovery described in Example Two.

Example Two: Family History Ascertainment – Data Discovery

In the process of creating the system flow diagram, we learned that a phone screen is completed by a nurse practitioner for every patient who is scheduled for a gastroenterology procedure. During the gastroenterology phone screen, patients are asked about their family history of CRC. From the nurse practitioners who conducted the phone screens, we obtained the questions and information about available responses (i.e., text-based answers or yes/no boxes). With this information, SuCCESS programmers focused their data search and located the relevant data source in the EHR reporting database. As a result, this family history is now available for evaluation and use in the SuCCESS study. We previously determined that family history can be ascertained from a structured EHR data field if recorded at Group Health primary care or other visits. However, the newly discovered source of family history information may be preferred if information at the time of a specific colonoscopy procedure is desired. In addition, it may fill gaps in other sources of family history.

This example, like the previous example on assessing colonoscopy indication, demonstrates how researchers can use a system flow map to understand the availability of particular data points in the context of clinical workflow. Discovering additional sources of information and understanding their clinical use can greatly enhance the validity and completeness of EHR data for research.

Discussion

This case study highlights how system flow mapping can help researchers understand sources and nuances of clinical data that might not otherwise be apparent, given the complex workflows that generate EHR data. System flow mapping can facilitate successful research by elucidating components of data provenance, locating relevant information, and guiding data processing by identifying critical data features (e.g., available as structured fields, suitable for extraction using natural language processing, or requiring manual chart review).

In rapidly developing efforts to make the most of EHRs for research, data provenance has received little attention as a fundamental characteristic of research data. This case study highlights the fact that local workflows shape the data available for research. This occurs in the broader context of the many uses of EHR data, which include patient care, billing and, increasingly, system-level legal requirements and reimbursement incentives such as the EHR Meaningful Use Standards from the United States Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services and the Healthcare Effectiveness Data and Information Set (HEDIS) performance measures. Other influences on EHR data are periodic additions and revisions to data sources, for example, patient-entered information from patient portals or mobile health applications and the ICD revision planned in the United States. Given that each health care organization has a unique data system that reflects its particular administrative processes, data collection, staff roles and practice culture, researchers who do not consider these aspects of provenance risk working with data that may be systematically incomplete or incorrect. However, provenance is often invisible to researchers, which limits the utility of EHR-based research findings to guide evidence-based care.

We propose that EHR data should be understood as being the product of a host of clinical, technical and policy factors. The quality of research using these data depends on recognizing and evaluating data provenance. As part of efforts to ensure that EHR data are ready for research use, we recommend these steps:

1. Apply system flow mapping to understand and communicate how available data are shaped by local workflows and EHR systems, as well as the implications for research.
2. Support background work by research analysts such as training in the health system’s EHR. This upfront investment will pay off in more accurate data and a fuller understanding of the potential and limitations of the data.
3. Ensure effective communication between data providers and researchers. This step is essential for both single- and multisite research and is facilitated by a research team that invests time and resources (e.g., in system mapping) to understand the systems that generate the data. For example, research teams who want to understand trends in coding and recognize opportunities for linking data must coordinate extensively with both information technology staff responsible for data systems and clinical providers who enter data. However, these staff can have competing priorities and limited availability so advance preparation by the research team can ease these collaborations. Researchers can also point out how collaborative investigation of data systems and location of key variables benefits clinical and administrative users.

4. Generate processes for transforming clinical concepts into consistent, research-specific ontologies that take data origin and consequent variability into account. The HMORN VDW processes are an excellent model of efficiency in constructing standardized data.

5. Ensure that data provenance is a component of data quality assessment and documentation procedures for aggregate EHR data. Initial work in this area is occurring through initiatives such as Observational Medical Outcomes Partnership (OMOP), a public-private partnership using EHRs for drug safety surveillance.

Conclusions and Next Steps
With abundant data that capture a comprehensive picture of clinical care, EHRs open the possibility of research that would previously have been prohibitively expensive or time-consuming. However, appropriate application of these data requires that researchers consider provenance. Given the diversity of EHR platforms and system workflows, researchers need tools for evaluating and reporting data availability, quality, and transformations. Our case study illustrates how system mapping can inform researchers about the provenance of their data as it pertains to local workflows. We encourage the continued exchange of lessons learned and best practices about working with EHRs, including discussing the utility of system flow mapping and ways to design data systems to support both high-quality care and research. These rapidly evolving approaches advance the potential of EHR data to promote learning health care system activities ranging from developing patient-centered risk screening to implementing point-of-care decision-making, to conducting comparative effectiveness research.
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